1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In the US, 34.9% of adults are obese of which 9.3% have diabetes. Obesity, especially when combined with type-2 diabetes (T2D), leads to several co-morbid conditions such as coronary heart disease, stroke, hypercholesterolemia, fatty liver, sleep apnea, osteoarthritis, and various other diseases. Obesity promotes insulin resistance [@bib1], [@bib2]. Therefore, a drug that reduces fat mass and enhances insulin sensitivity is expected to ameliorate obesity and T2D, when applied in combination with lifestyle intervention [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]. Unfortunately, current anti-obesity and anti-diabetic medications are only partly effective [@bib3], [@bib6], [@bib9]; thus, a safe and effective drug has a projected market of \$3.7 billion [@bib5]. Therefore, extensive research is ongoing to identify targetable proteins to develop pharmacotherapy against obesity and T2D [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]. A majority of the studies are conducted in diet induced obese (DIO) rodents, which resemble human polygenic obesity [@bib15]. The C57BL6 mouse is a particularly good DIO model, which mimics human metabolic aberrations that are observed in obesity [@bib16], [@bib17]. Moreover, enzymes, especially kinases, are considered attractive drug targets due to their catalytic specificity [@bib11], [@bib18].

Inositol pyrophosphates regulate diverse cellular processes [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]. The most characterized inositol pyrophosphate in mammals, is 5-IP7, which is synthesized by a family of three inositol hexakisphosphate kinase enzymes, of which IP6K1 is the major isoform [@bib19], [@bib24], [@bib25]. At lower ATP/ADP ratio, IP6Ks dephosphorylate IP6 to IP5\* \[I(2, 3, 4, 5, 6)P5 [@bib26]. IP6Ks regulate cellular targets by diverse mechanisms. For example, IP6K generated 5-IP7 modulates their target proteins\' functions by; i) binding or; ii) pyrophosphorylation [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib27]. In addition, inositol pyrophosphates regulate cellular polyphosphate levels [@bib28]. Moreover, IP6Ks regulate certain metabolic and neuronal targets by direct protein--protein interaction, which does not require catalytic activity [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31].

IP6K1 regulates energy metabolism by modulating diverse pathways, such as, insulin secretion, insulin signaling, glycolysis and energy expenditure (EE) [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]. IP6K1 knockout (IP6K1-KO) mice are protected against HFD-induced weight gain, insulin resistance, hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia, hyperleptinemia, hypercholesterolemia, and fatty liver [@bib32]. 5-IP7 promotes insulin resistance in DIO mice by inhibiting the insulin sensitizing protein kinase Akt in metabolic tissues [@bib32]. Akt maintains glucose homeostasis via diverse mechanisms [@bib19], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]. Therefore, Akt2-KO mice display diabetes like syndrome [@bib38]. Conversely, skeletal muscle-specific overexpression of constitutively active Akt1 protects mice from HFD-induced weight gain [@bib39]. Moreover, Akt mediated M2 macrophage survival increases insulin sensitivity and thermogenesis [@bib40]. Accordingly, Akt activation is impaired in obese/diabetic rodent/human subjects [@bib37], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]. 5-IP7 inhibits Akt by diminishing its membrane translocation and stimulatory phosphorylation [@bib32], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib49]. As a result, HFD-fed IP6K1-KO mice display enhanced Akt mediated insulin sensitivity [@bib32]. IP6K1-KO mice are also protected against HFD-induced weight gain due to increased EE, although the cellular mechanism by which IP6K1 regulates EE is not known [@bib32]. Targeting EE is an attractive approach to combat obesity and T2D [@bib10], [@bib12], [@bib50], [@bib51]. Basal metabolism (60--75%), physical activity (10--20%), and diet/cold induced thermogenesis (10--15%) constitute total EE [@bib52]. An enhancement in any of these processes promotes weight loss.

Therefore, it is conceivable that pharmacologic inhibition of IP6K1 enhances insulin sensitivity and EE in DIO mice, although this exciting possibility has not been explored yet. The compound TNP \[N2-(m-Trifluorobenzyl), N6-(p-nitrobenzyl)purine\] [@bib53] is an IP6K inhibitor [@bib54]. TNP is 70-fold more potent on IP6Ks over its other target IP3-3K [@bib54]. Moreover, TNP does not influence the other IP7 (1-IP7) generating enzyme PP-IP5K [@bib55] or 71 unrelated kinases; thus, it is specific to IP6Ks [@bib54]. Accordingly, TNP reduces 5-IP7 levels in various cells including adipocytes [@bib19], [@bib32], [@bib45], [@bib54], [@bib56], [@bib57]. Furthermore, 5-IP7 is the precursor of PPIP5K mediated production of the higher inositol pyrophosphate 1,5-IP8 [@bib22], [@bib55]. Accordingly, TNP reduces both 5-IP7 and 1,5-IP8 levels in NIH3T3 cells [@bib58]. Depending on cellular energy status, IP6Ks phosphorylate or dephosphorylate IP6 [@bib26]. TNP inhibits IP6K\'s kinase and phosphatase activities [@bib26], [@bib54]. As a result, TNP mediated inhibition of IP6Ks leads to a corresponding increase in the substrate (IP6) level [@bib32], [@bib58].

Various reports suggest that TNP mediated IP6K inhibition enhances Akt activity [@bib32], [@bib45], [@bib56], [@bib57]. TNP enhances IGF-1 mediated Akt phosphorylation in the WT mouse embryonic fibroblast cells (MEF) [@bib32]. Conversely, IGF-1 stimulates Akt to a higher extent in IP6K1-KO MEF which is not further augmented by TNP [@bib32]. This observation suggests that TNP inhibits Akt via IP6K1 inhibition [@bib32]. Furthermore, 5-IP7 is elevated in aged mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) [@bib57]. TNP mediated inhibition of 5-IP7 stimulates Akt which diminishes apoptosis in these cells [@bib57]. Finally, a recent study elegantly demonstrates *in vivo* efficacy of TNP in protecting cardiac ischemia reperfusion injury (I/R) in diabetic db/db mice [@bib56]. TNP injection for fourteen days in these mice leads to substantial reduction in 5-IP7 levels in the heart of diabetic db/db mice [@bib56]. Moreover, TNP protects cardiac ischemia in these mice via enhancement of Akt mediated survival and AMPK-PGC1α mediated mitochondrial biogenesis [@bib56]. This information prompted us to perform an in-depth study to monitor TNP\'s effects on body weight and insulin resistance in DIO mice under various conditions. Our study demonstrates that pharmacologic inhibition of IP6Ks has strong anti-obesity and anti-diabetic properties. We establish, for the first time, that the inositol pyrophosphate biosynthetic pathway has therapeutic significance in obesity and T2D.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

High Fat Diet was purchased from Bio-Serv, Flemington, NJ, USA (Cat\# S3282, 60% fat calories), kits for measuring insulin and glycerol were from Crystal Chem Inc. Downers Grove, IL, USA (Cat \# 90080), and Cayman Chemical Company Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA (Cat \# 10010755) respectively. Glucose strips were from Bayer, Pittsburgh, PA, USA. Insulin in the form of Novolin-R was purchased from Novo Nordisk Inc., Plainsboro, NJ, USA. Plasma protein equilibrium dialysis and BCA protein estimation kits were from Pierce/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA USA. Protease-phosphatase inhibitors are from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Antibodies against total AKT was from R&D and β-actin was from Santa-Cruz Biotechnology. All other antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. Q-PCR probes are from Taqman. Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals were purchased from Sigma--Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA.

2.2. Animals {#sec2.2}
------------

Wild-type (WT) C57BL6 male mice were used for the study. For IP6K1-KO study, seventh generation, inbred IP6K1-KO mice and their corresponding WT littermates were used [@bib30], [@bib59]. Mice were housed under barrier conditions with standard chow diet (CD) (Harlan Laboratories \# 2018SX) and water provided *ad libitum* for 2 months. At two months of age, animals were fed a HFD and continued as per the different TNP treatment regimen described in the methods section. Animals were maintained at 12 h light--dark cycle at ambient temperature of 23 °C, unless otherwise indicated. Body weight was monitored every week. All protocols were approved by the Scripps Florida, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.3. TNP synthesis {#sec2.3}
------------------

### 2.3.1. 2-chloro-6-methoxy-9H-purine (compound 1) {#sec2.3.1}

To a solution of sodium (1.65 g, 72 mmol, 1.36 equiv) in MeOH (100 mL) 2,6-dichloro-9H-purine (10 g, 53 mmol, 1 equiv) was added under argon. The mixture was stirred to reflux for 6 h. The reaction was cooled to room temperature and stirred at room temperature overnight. Water (50 mL) was added and the mixture was neutralized with a solution of acetic acid. The precipitate was filtered, washed with water, and dried to afford the 2-chloro-6-methoxy-9H-purine as a white solid. ^1^H NMR (DMSO-d~6~, 400 MHz) *δ:* 8.43 (s, 1H). ^13^C NMR (DMSO-d~6~, 400 MHz): *δ*: 171.99, 159.48, 150.97, 143.93, 54.70. **MS**: *m/z* 185 \[M+H\]^+^.

### 2.3.2. 2-(3-(trifluoromethyl)benzyl)amino)-9H-purin-6-ol (compound 2) {#sec2.3.2}

To a solution of 2-chloro-6-methoxy-9H-purine **1** (1 g, 5.4 mmol, 1 equiv) in DMAC (20 mL) (3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)methanamine (1.5 g, 10.8 mmol, 2 equiv) and triethylamine (2 equiv) were added under argon. The mixture was stirred at 150 °C overnight. The reaction was cooled to room temperature, water was added, and the organic layer was extracted with EtOAc. The combined organic layers were washed with brine and dried over Na~2~SO~4~. The filtrate was evaporated in *vacuo* to obtain the crude, which was purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex) to provide the title compound **2**. ^1^H NMR (DMSO-d~6~, 400 MHz) *δ:* 12.46 (s, 1H, NH), 10.68 (s, 1H, OH), 7.68 (s, 1H), 7.57--7.62 (m, 3H), 6.88 (m, 1H), 4.57 (d, *J* = 5.9 Hz, 2H). ^13^C NMR (DMSO-d~6~, 400 MHz): 156.95, 141.05, 131.20, 129.41, 129.20, 128.89, 125.65, 123.60, 123.56, 123.52, 122.94, 43.41. **MS**: *m/z* 310 \[M+H\]^+^.

### 2.3.3. N6-(4-nitrobenzyl)-N2-(3-(trifluoromethyl)benzyl)-9H-purine-2,6-diamine (TNP) {#sec2.3.3}

2-((3-(trifluoromethyl) benzyl)amino)-9H-purin-6-ol **2** (500 mg, 1.6 mmol, 1 equiv) was dissolved in phosphoryl chloride (5 mL) and stirred at 100 °C for 1 h. The reaction was cooled to room temperature, and the solution was concentrated *in vacuo* to afford the compound **3** as a light yellow oil, which is directly used in the next step. To a solution of 6-chloro-N-(3-(trifluoromethyl)benzyl)-9H-purin-2-amine **3** (500 mg, 1.5 mmol, 1 equiv) in DMAC (20 mL) was added (4-nitrophenyl)methanamine (302 mg, 1.6 mmol, 1.05 equiv) and triethylamine (2 equiv) under argon. The mixture was stirred at 90 °C overnight. Water was added, and the organic layer was extracted with EtOAc. The combined organic layers were washed with brine and dried over Na~2~SO~4~. The filtrate was evaporated in *vacuo* to obtain the crude, which was purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex) to provide **TNP** as an orange powder. ^1^H NMR (DMSO-d~6~, 400 MHz) *δ:* 12.22 (s, 1H, NH), 8.07 (m, 2H), 7.69 (s, 1H), 7.60 (m, 2H), 7.47--7.50 (m, 3H), 6.97 (m, 1H), 4.66 (s, 2H), 4.46 (d, *J* = 5.9 Hz, 4H). ^13^C NMR (DMSO-d~6~, 400 MHz): 170.31, 156.85, 155.16, 155.07, 152.31, 151.16, 149.63, 140.99, 135.44, 135.40, 131.15, 129.40, 128.85, 123.55, 123.51, 122.97, 59.72, 43.38. **MS**: *m/z* 444 \[M+H\]^+^.

2.4. IP6K1 activity assay *in vitro* {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Radiochemical assay {#sec2.4.1}

Recombinant human IP6K1 (100 ng) was assayed in a reaction mixture of 20 μl containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4), MgCl~2~ (5 mM), IP6 (2 nmol), \[3H\]IP6 (130 nCi), ATP (1 mM) and DTT (1 mM) [@bib24], [@bib60]. After 1 h, 5-IP7 formed were resolved by HPLC. To monitor TNP\'s effects, DMSO or TNP (1 μM) was added in the assay. IP6K1 activity in presence of DMSO was considered as 100%.

### 2.4.2. SDS-PAGE assay {#sec2.4.2}

Effect of TNP on recombinant human IP6K1 was also determined by the SDS-PAGE assay, following a standard procedure [@bib61]. Recombinant human IP6K1 (100 ng) was used in a reaction mixture of 20 μl containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4), MgCl~2~ (5 mM), IP6 (5 nmol), ATP (1 mM) and DTT (1 mM). To monitor TNP\'s effects, DMSO or TNP (1 μM) was added in the assay.

2.5. TNP injection in mice {#sec2.5}
--------------------------

TNP was dissolved in DMSO:Tween 80:water (1:1:8). Although TNP injection in mice is not common, one study successfully injected the compound in mice intraperitoneally [@bib56]. Therefore, dose was selected based on plasma and tissue availability following a single intraperitoneal TNP injection (20 mg/kg BW). Effects of the same dose of TNP on GTT was also tested. Based on this information, the dosing was finalized, and the following studies were designed.

### 2.5.1. Single dose of TNP (vehicle-n = 4, TNP-n = 4) {#sec2.5.1}

A single dose (20 mg/kg; body weight) of TNP was injected in chow(CD)-fed lean and DIO mice. After the treatment, mice were fasted for 5 h, after which GTT was performed. Thereafter, mice were sacrificed for tissue collection.

### 2.5.2. Short-term (SREV-TNP: vehicle-n = 6, TNP-n = 8) {#sec2.5.2}

Mice were fed a HFD for 8-weeks, after which they were treated with TNP (20 mg/kg BW; daily) while HFD was continued. After 7 days of treatment, food intake was measured. GTT and ITT were performed on the 12th and 17th days of injection. QNMR was performed before and after TNP treatment. Mice were sacrificed on day 18, and tissues were collected.

### 2.5.3. Long-term TNP for protection against DIO (Pro-TNP: vehicle-n = 6, TNP-n = 6) {#sec2.5.3}

TNP treatment (10 mg/kg BW; daily) and HFD were started simultaneously and continued for 10 weeks. Body weight was measured weekly. A series of metabolic experiments were done in the following order: EE in the 5th week (when average body weight of vehicle and TNP treated mice were ∼30 g and 28 g respectively); food intake on the 7th week; GTT on the 8th week and ITT on the 9th week. A gap of at least one week was maintained between experiments to avoid stress. QNMR was performed before treatment and at the 4th and 10th weeks of treatment. After 10-weeks, TNP treatment was stopped, but HFD was continued for another 8-weeks. GTT was performed 2 and 4-weeks after TNP-withdrawal. No tissue was collected from this experiment.

### 2.5.4. Long-term TNP for reversal of DIO in WT and IP6K1-KO mice (Rev-TNP: WT-vehicle: n = 4, WT-TNP: n = 4; KO-vehicle: n = 4, KO-TNP: n = 4) {#sec2.5.4}

DIO was generated in WT and IP6K1-KO mice by feeding mice a HFD for 8-weeks. After that, TNP was injected (10 mg/kg BW; daily) for 10 weeks along with HFD feeding. GTT was assessed after 5-weeks of TNP treatment. After 10-weeks, NMR was done and mice were sacrificed.

2.6. Blood collection and assessment of serum metabolic parameters {#sec2.6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

For all experiments, animals were sacrificed after 5 h fasting. Blood was collected by cardiac puncture, and serum was prepared following standard procedure. Serum cholesterol, TAG, HDL, LDL, AST, and ALT were measured at the TSRI metabolic core facility. Serum insulin concentration was determined by using an ultra-sensitive mouse ELISA kit.

2.7. Body composition analyses by Q-NMR {#sec2.7}
---------------------------------------

Fat, lean and fluid masses of DIO mice were measured using the Minispec LF-NMR (Brucker Optics) analyzer as indicated.

2.8. CLAMS {#sec2.8}
----------

Mice were placed individually in metabolic cages with a precise thermostatic control in a Comprehensive Laboratory Monitoring System (CLAMS; Columbus Instruments) and were acclimatized for 36 h. Afterwards, VO~2~, VCO~2~ and spontaneous locomotor activity were measured for 48 h. Respiratory exchange ratio (RER) and EE were calculated using the following equations: RER = VCO~2~/VO~2~, EE (kcal/h) = (3.815 + 1.232\*RER)\*VO~2~. Values were normalized by lean body mass [@bib62].

2.9. Glucose and insulin tolerance tests (GTT and ITT) {#sec2.9}
------------------------------------------------------

GTT and ITT were performed in 5 h fasted mice following previously published procedure [@bib32]. For GTT, and ITT, glucose (2 g/kg BW; i.p.) and human recombinant insulin (0.75 U/kg BW; i.p.), respectively, were injected intraperitoneally. After injection, blood was taken by puncturing the tail vein, and glucose levels were measured using a glucometer at indicated time periods. Blood glucose was also measured before the injection (time point 0).

2.10. Food intake studies {#sec2.10}
-------------------------

Food intake was monitored using the BioDAQ instrumentation (Research diet) following the vendor\'s recommendations. Mice were acclimatized for 2 days. Afterwards, food consumption of each mouse was recorded for 4 consecutive days. Meal is defined as food intake of 0.1 g or more within 900s, which is the gap between feeding bouts. Calorific intake was measured using the calculation: 1 g = 3.1 Kcal.

2.11. Thermoneutral studies {#sec2.11}
---------------------------

For thermoneutral studies, mice were fed a HFD for 6-weeks at 23 °C. Afterwards, they were acclimatized at 30 °C for 2-weeks on HFD. Thereafter, vehicle or TNP was injected for another 8 weeks. Body weight was measured weekly. Insulin sensitivity was measured after 4-weeks of TNP injection. After 8-weeks of injection, mice weresacrificed to collect tissue samples.

2.12. Long-term TNP treatment on fertility of chow-fed male mice {#sec2.12}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Six-week old chow-fed males were treated with TNP (10 mg/kg BW; daily) for 4 weeks. After that, these mice were used for breeding while TNP injection was continued for additional 11 weeks (total 15 weeks). Each TNP-male participated in 4-rounds of harem breeding, of which the last breeding was after 14-week of treatment.

2.13. RNA isolation and real time PCR {#sec2.13}
-------------------------------------

RNA isolation was done using the traditional Trizol method. cDNA was synthesized by Qscript (Quanta). Quantitative gene expression was performed using TaqMan primer-probes. mRNA expression was determined using the ΔΔCT method and normalized to the housekeeping gene HPRT.

2.14. Histology {#sec2.14}
---------------

Various adipose tissue depots and right lobe of the liver tissue were sent to Scripps Histology core, after appropriate fixation for two days in 10% neutral buffered formalin. Eight micron-sections were prepared and subsequently stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). For UCP1 immunohistochemistry, DAB stain was used. Adipocyte size was quantified using ImageJ software.

2.15. Nissl stain {#sec2.15}
-----------------

Nissl stain and stereology of brain sections were performed following a standard procedure [@bib63]. Briefly, whole brain was fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, and soaked in 30% sucrose. Coronal brain sections (50 μm) were obtained from the whole rostro-caudal extent of the hippocampus, using a sliding microtome. Nissl-staining was performed by submerging mounted sections in cresyl violet for 20 min prior to dehydration. Stereological counts of Nissl-stained cells were performed, using Stereo Investigator software (MicroBrightField Inc, Williston, VT). Measurements were performed on every sixth Nissl-stained coronal sections, extending from the most-rostral to the most-caudal parts of the hippocampus. Both hemispheres of a given brain were analyzed separately. Striatal volume was quantified according to a previously described method [@bib64]. The number of neurons in each CA1 (cornus ammnonis) area was estimated using a fractionator sampling method. For each stereological probe (16--20 probes for each brain), CA1 neurons were counted within a counting frame of 25 × 25 μm (a sampling site), and 10--15 sampling sites were randomly picked by the software within the outlined area. The counts were then extrapolated to estimate the total number of neurons in the CA1 area. For all probes, the coefficient of error (CE Scheaffer) was \<1.

2.16. Glycerol assay for lipolysis {#sec2.16}
----------------------------------

Mouse serum was used to measure glycerol concentration as per manufacturer\'s instructions. For cell culture, 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were differentiated for 7 days in a 12-well plate following a standard protocol [@bib32]. Lipolysis was measured following a standard procedure [@bib29]. Briefly, adipocytes were incubated with DMSO or TNP (1 μM) for 4 h in DMEM containing 0.5% BSA (fatty acid free). Afterwards, media was changed, and fresh media was added with or without isoproterenol (IsoP; 10 μM). TNP treatment was continued throughout the assay. Cell culture media was used for glycerol assay using the same kit described above.

2.17. Gel Electrophoresis and Immunoblotting {#sec2.17}
--------------------------------------------

For immunoblotting, protein was isolated by standard protein lysis RIPA buffer, containing the protease-phosphatase inhibitor tablet (Thermo-Scientific), and quantified using a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). Immunoblotting was done following the standard procedure [@bib32]. To detect Akt phosphorylation, both T308 and S473 antibodies were used in single-dose TNP treated IWAT samples. For other samples/tissues, only Akt-S473 were detected. Densitometric analyses of protein bands were performed by quantifying them (n = 3), using the ImageJ software.

2.18. TNP DMPK {#sec2.18}
--------------

Following DMPK properties of TNP were analyzed.

### 2.18.1. Plasma protein binding (PPB) {#sec2.18.1}

Plasma binding. Plasma protein binding was determined using equilibrium dialysis. All samples were tested in triplicate, using the RED Rapid Equilibrium Dialysis Device (Thermo Scientific). The initial drug concentration in the plasma chamber was 1 μM and phosphate buffered saline was added to the receiver chamber. The plate was covered and allowed to shake in a 37 °C incubator for 6 h 25 μl was sampled from the plasma and PBS chambers, which were then diluted with either blank PBS or plasma to achieve a 1:1 ratio or plasma:PBS for all samples. The concentration of drug in the plasma and PBS chambers was determined by LC-MS/MS. The fraction bound was calculated as (\[plasma\] -- \[PBS\])/\[plasma\].

### 2.18.2. CYP450 inhibition {#sec2.18.2}

To understand the potential for common drug--drug interactions, P450 inhibition for four major human isoforms were evaluated in human hepatic microsomes, by following the metabolism of specific marker substrates (CYP1A2 phenaceten demethylation to acetaminophen; CYP2C9, tolbutamide hydroxylation to hydroxytolbutamide; CYP2D6, bufuralol hydroxylation to 4′-hydroxybufuralol; and CYP3A4, midazolam hydroxylation to 1′-hydroxymidazolam) in the presence or absence of 10 μM probe compound. The concentration of each marker substrate is approximately its Km. Specific inhibitors for each isoform were included in each run to validate the system.

### 2.18.3. Hepatic microsomal stability {#sec2.18.3}

Evaluated by incubating TNP (1 μM) with hepatic microsomes (1 mg/ml) and 1 mM NADPH in potassium phosphate (100 mM, pH 7.4); aliquots were removed at 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 min and analyzed by LC-MS/MS, represented as half-life.

2.19. Statistics {#sec2.19}
----------------

Trial/prior experiments were used to determine sample size with ample statistical power. To obtain statistically significant data, n = 6--8 animals/group were used for phenotypic characterization. For mechanistic experiments such as WT, IP6K1-KO comparison, and single-dose TNP, n = 3--4 animals/group were used. Animals were excluded from experiments if they showed any sign of sickness. Number of mice (n) used in experiments is indicated in the legend. Immunoblots were quantified using 'ImageJ' software. For multiple comparisons, one/two-way Anova was used. For two independent data sets, two-tailed Student\'s *t-test* was used. Data are presented as mean ± SEM (\*\*\*\*P ≤ 0.0001, \*\*\*P ≤ 0.001, \*\*P ≤ 0.01 and \*P ≤ 0.05). Statistical significance was calculated in GraphPad Prism, version 6.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Short-term IP6K inhibition restores insulin sensitivity and reduces fat accumulation in DIO mice {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TNP was synthesized in the laboratory ([Supplemental Figure 1A--M](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). To test TNP\'s effects on IP6K1, recombinant human IP6K1 was purified [@bib30] ([Supplemental Figure 1N)](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"} and its catalytic activity was confirmed ([Supplemental Figure 1O](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). The compound, at 1 μM, blocks the catalytic activity of IP6K1 *in vitro* ([Supplemental Figure 1P and Q](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). Next, we monitored TNP\'s plasma and tissue availability. Following a single injection (20 mg/kg BW) in chow-fed (CD) mice, we detected 5 μM of TNP in plasma, 6 h post-administration ([Supplemental Figure 1R](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). TNP is accumulated at ∼10--25 μM in liver, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue depots, although its accumulation in the brain is considerably less (0.63 μM; [Supplemental Figure 1S](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}).

Thereafter, we determined effects of short-term TNP (20 mg/kg BW; daily for 18 days) treatment on DIO mice (short-term reversal; SREV-TNP; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Comparison of body weight before and after injection, reveals that TNP-mice display a marginally higher reduction in body weight than the vehicle-group ([Supplemental Figure 2A](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). The slight reduction in body weight is due to a decrease in fat mass of TNP-mice ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). TNP reduces ∼3 g whereas vehicle decreases ∼1 g of fat ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C; fat). Lean mass is reduced to a similar extent in both groups ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C; lean). Accordingly, weight of the epididymal white adipose tissue depot (EWAT) is less in SREV-TNP mice ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Other depots, such as inguinal and retroperitoneal adipose tissue (IWAT and RWAT) but not BAT, display marginal reduction ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Adipocyte size in the EWAT and IWAT of SREV-TNP mice is also reduced ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E,F). Vehicle-BAT accumulates substantial amount of fat, which is evidenced by presence of numerous vacuoles in the histological preparation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E; BAT-vehicle). However, SREV-TNP treated mice accumulate much less fat in the BAT ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E; BAT-SREV-TNP). IP6K1 regulates lipolysis by directly interacting with the lipolytic regulator protein perilipin1 which does not require its enzyme activity [@bib29]. Accordingly, TNP does not alter glycerol release in mice or in 3T3L1 adipocytes ([Supplemental Figure 2B and C](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). Fat accumulation is also less in SREV-TNP liver ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G) which protects mice from HFD-induced hepatotoxicity ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H). Serum levels of cholesterol or triglycerides are not altered in this condition ([Supplemental Figure 2D and E](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}).

IP6K1 promotes whereas TNP inhibits insulin secretion [@bib33], [@bib54]. Conversely, IP6K1 inhibits while TNP stimulates the insulin effector protein kinase Akt [@bib32], [@bib57]. As a result, IP6K1-KO mice are insulin hypersensitive despite having less insulin in the serum [@bib32], [@bib59]. Therefore, we presume that TNP improves glucose/insulin homeostasis in DIO mice. Indeed, short-term TNP-mice display efficient glucose disposal following exogenous glucose injection ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I,K; GTT). Improved GTT in TNP-mice is presumably due to i) increased glucose induced insulin secretion or ii) enhanced insulin sensitivity in metabolic tissues. However, serum insulin level is largely similar in vehicle and TNP-mice under this condition ([Supplemental Figure 2F](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). Moreover, exogenous insulin treatment disposes glucose more efficiently in TNP-mice ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}J,K; ITT), which indicates that insulin sensitivity is enhanced by TNP treatment, which is further evidenced in the following sections.

3.2. IP6K, when inhibited at the onset of HFD feeding, protects mice from DIO and insulin resistance {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the above results are encouraging, they do not answer whether TNP treatment is efficient to decelerate initiation of DIO and insulin resistance over a prolonged period of time. To test this, TNP treatment (10 mg/kg BW; daily) was started at the onset of HFD feeding and continued for 10 weeks. Furthermore, to monitor whether TNP mediated changes are reversible, the treatment was stopped after 10 weeks, but HFD was continued for another 8-week ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A; Protection Long-term; Pro-TNP). At the onset of the experiment, body weight of vehicle-treated and TNP-treated animals was 23.3 g and 24.9 g, respectively ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). After 10-week of HFD, the vehicle group displayed an average body weight of 33.0 g whereas the TNP group exhibited 27.8 g ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B; 10-week). At this point, injection was stopped, but HFD was continued. Eight-weeks after drug withdrawal, body weight of vehicle-mice was 49.7 g compared to 44.3 g in TNP-mice ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B; 18-week). Thus, after 10 weeks, TNP-mice gained ∼one-third of their body weight compared to vehicle-mice (2.9 g in TNP vs 9.8 g in vehicle) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C; injection stopped). TNP mediated reduction is reversible as the TNP-group started gaining weight at a rate comparable to vehicle-mice when the treatment was stopped after 10 weeks. After TNP-withdrawal, the vehicle-group gained 26.5 g (from 9.8 g) whereas the Pro-TNP mice gained 19.3 g (from 2.9 g) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C; 18-week). Therefore, weight--gain in vehicle and (16.7 g) TNP-withdrawn mice (16.4 g) is comparable during the withdrawal period.

Pro-TNP treatment reduces body weight by diminishing fat accumulation without altering lean mass ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D,E). Moreover, TNP treatment delays the onset of insulin resistance and hyperglycemia. Thus, both glucose and insulin induced glucose disposals are improved in Pro-TNP mice ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F--H). Conversely, TNP-removal gradually leads to insulin resistance. After 2-week of removal, Pro-TNP mice still display improved glucose disposal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}I,K; GTT-2 weeks after withdrawal) whereas after 4-week, they become insulin resistant similar to vehicle-TNP mice ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}J,K; GTT-4 weeks after withdrawal). Thus, long-term TNP treatment decelerates initiation of DIO and insulin resistance in a reversible manner.

3.3. TNP promotes weight loss and restores metabolic homeostasis in DIO mice *via* specific inhibition of IP6K1 {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the above experiment, it is clear that TNP reduces initiation of DIO. Next, we asked, i) does long-term TNP reverse the symptoms of DIO and insulin resistance, and ii) does the compound exert its effects, at least in part, via regulation of the IP6K1 pathway? To test this, DIO was generated by feeding IP6K1-KO mice and their WT littermates a HFD for 8-weeks ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). After 8-weeks of HFD-feeding, WT mice gained ∼16.2 g (42.4 g from 26.2 g; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). IP6K1-KO mice are partly protected against DIO [@bib32]. Therefore, the knockouts gained ∼8.8 g (31.8 g from 23 g; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Thereafter, mice were treated with TNP (10 mg/kg BW; daily) for 10-week ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A; Rev-TNP). After 10-week of treatment (total 18 weeks), TNP-WT mice display a reduction of ∼10 g in body weight (46.5 g vehicle vs 36.9 g TNP; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Conversely, body weight of vehicle and TNP treated IP6K1-KO mice are same after 10-week of treatment (∼33 g; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, IP6K1-KO mice are resistant to TNP mediated weight loss ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). After 18-week of HFD, IP6K1-KO mice gain 10 g body weight (33--23 = 10 g) compared to 20 g in WT (46.5--26.2 = 20.3 g) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B,C). Clearly, the 10 g weight gain in IP6K1-KOs is IP6K1 independent, which is not reduced by TNP treatment. Accordingly, vehicle and TNP treated IP6K1-KO mice look similar whereas TNP treated WT mice appear substantially leaner than their vehicle controls ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Total fat mass is significantly reduced in TNP treated WT compared to vehicle treated mice ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E). Although IP6K1-KO mice accumulate ∼5--6 g of fat, it is not reduced by TNP ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F). Weight of various adipose tissue depots in WT is also reduced by TNP treatment ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G). HFD-fed KOs accumulate less fat in various adipose tissue depots than WT [@bib32] ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G,H). Yet, the KOs accumulate a fair amount, which is not further reduced by TNP ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}H).

Moreover, TNP enhances glucose disposal in WT ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}I,J) but not in IP6K1-KO mice ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}K,L) (GTT; measured after 5 weeks of TNP treatment). TNP also reduces fasting blood glucose (derived from the '0' time point of GTT) in WT mice to the IP6K1-KO level whereas the knockouts are unaffected ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}M). Serum insulin level in WT mice is significantly reduced by TNP, which resembles IP6K1-KOs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}N; WT). As reported previously [@bib32], IP6K1-KO mice are protected from HFD-induced hyperinsulinemia ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}N; WT vs KO; vehicle). TNP does not further reduce insulin level in IP6K1-KO mice ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}N; KO). These results further indicate that TNP reduces insulin secretion whereas enhances insulin sensitivity. Furthermore, TNP reduces serum cholesterol level in WT mice ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}O; WT). HFD-fed IP6K1-KO mice exhibit less serum cholesterol, although it is higher than normal (80--100 mg/dl) [@bib65] level. TNP does not reduce cholesterol level in IP6K1-KO mice to normal level ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}O; KO). These experiments strongly suggest that TNP promotes weight loss and restores glucose homeostasis specifically by reversing IP6K1\'s effects on metabolism.

3.4. IP6K inhibition enhances insulin sensitivity in DIO mice *via* Akt activation {#sec3.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We presume that TNP enhances insulin sensitivity via Akt activation similar to what is observed in IP6K1-KO mice. Akt activity is stimulated by mTORC2 and PDK1 mediated phosphorylation at serine 473 (S473) and threonine 308 (T308), respectively [@bib66], [@bib67]. Indeed, S473 phosphorylation of Akt is 4-fold higher in SREV-TNP (short-term TNP, described in Figure 1) mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Short-term TNP treatment enhances insulin sensitivity ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); thus, enhanced Akt activity may also be an effect of the phenotype. Therefore, we tested whether TNP acutely activates Akt. For this, we assessed Akt activity in DIO mice following a single injection of TNP (20 mg/kg BW). Acute TNP treatment substantially increases stimulatory phosphorylation levels of Akt (T308 and S473) in the IWAT ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). We obtained similar results in soleus muscle and liver ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D,E). Quantification reveals that TNP causes 2--3 fold increase in Akt 473 phosphorylation in these tissues ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). Enhanced Akt activity is further evidenced by increased phosphorylation levels of the Akt target GSK3α/β (serine 21/serine 9) in IWAT and muscle ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G). The same TNP-dose significantly reduces blood glucose level and improves glucose tolerance in DIO mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H,I and 4J). Conversely, a similar dose of TNP does not influence Akt phosphorylation or glucose disposal in CD-fed mice ([Supplemental Figure 3A and B](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). Blood cholesterol, HDL and LDL levels are also lower whereas TAG is not altered by a single TNP dose in DIO mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}K). Serum insulin level is enhanced by HFD ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}L; blue bars). TNP does not influence insulin level in CD-fed lean mice whereas it slightly reduces HFD induced increase in serum insulin ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}L; red bars; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}M). These results strongly suggest that even a single dose of TNP enhances Akt activity and insulin sensitivity in DIO mice.

3.5. TNP treatment promotes weight loss by enhancing the energy expenditure pathways in the adipose tissue {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we determined the mechanism by which TNP reduces weight gain. Both long-term (Pro-TNP) and short-term (SREV-TNP) treatments do not influence energy intake in DIO mice ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplemental Figure 4A and B](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). Conversely, Pro-TNP mice display higher VO~2~ consumption and EE especially during nighttime ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B--D). Respiratory exchange ratio (RER) and total activity are unaltered ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E,F).

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is the primary site for uncoupled respiration mediated thermogenesis [@bib12]. In addition, brown like 'beige' cells in certain WAT depots also display thermogenic properties [@bib50], [@bib51]. β3-adrenergic receptor (β3-AR)/PKA signaling pathway stimulates the uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) which enhances diet/cold induced thermogenesis in rodents and adult humans [@bib52], [@bib68], [@bib69], [@bib70], [@bib71]. Accordingly, UCP1 stimulation causes thermogenesis and insulin sensitivity in primates and humans [@bib10], [@bib72], [@bib73]. UCP1 mRNA and protein levels are substantially higher in SREV-TNP IWAT depot, which indicates that TNP promotes EE at least in part via increasing UCP1 mediated thermogenesis ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G,H). Expression levels of the other browning marker Cidea is also higher in SREV-TNP IWAT ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}I). Various transcription factors like PPARs and co-activators PRDM16 and PGC1α enhance UCP1 expression [@bib10], [@bib51], [@bib74]. Accordingly, mRNA levels of these proteins are enhanced in SREV-TNP IWAT ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}I). Mitochondrial fatty acid transporter CPT1a is also higher whereas the cytochrome c oxidase 2 level is marginally increased in SREV-TNP IWAT ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}I). TNP mediated increase in the EE machinery is adipose tissue specific as UCP3 and other markers are largely unaltered in SREV-TNP treated muscle tissue ([Supplemental Figure 4](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}C). Furthermore, in long-term TNP-treated WT mice (described in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) UCP1 expression is increased following TNP treatment ([Supplemental Figure 4D](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}; WT). Conversely, UCP1 expression in IP6K1-KO mice is comparable to WT-TNP mice, which is not significantly altered by TNP treatment ([Supplemental Figure 4D](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}; KO). Thus, TNP reduces fat accumulation by increasing thermogenic EE. Moreover, TNP enhances UCP1 expression via inhibition of the IP6K1 pathway.

3.6. Thermoneutrality partly impacts TNP mediated weight loss without altering its anti-diabetic actions {#sec3.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If thermogenesis is the major, or at least one of the mechanisms, by which IP6K1 regulates EE, it is conceivable that thermoneutrality abolishes TNP mediated weight loss. Therefore, we monitored effects of TNP on body weight and metabolic parameters of DIO mice at thermoneutrality ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A; reversal of DIO by TNP at thermoneutral temperature; RevT-TNP). At thermoneutrality, TNP blocks weight gain ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Yet, in contrast to ambient (23 °C) temperature ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), the compound fails to promote weight loss in DIO mice at thermoneutral temperature (30 °C). Thus, thermoneutrality significantly impacts, although does not completely abolish TNP\'s effects on body weight. Accordingly, weight of diverse adipose tissue depots are marginally less ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C) compared to ambient temperature in which TNP substantially reduces adipose tissue weight ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G). Weight of other tissues such as liver is marginally less whereas kidney and heart do not exhibit any difference ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). At this condition, we do not observe any noticeable difference in EE, total activity, and food intake in vehicle and TNP-treated mice (data not shown). Yet, glucose disposal following exogenous insulin treatment (ITT) is significantly improved in RevT-TNP mice ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E,F). Comparison of other serum metabolic parameters reveals that total cholesterol and HDL is reduced by TNP at ambient but not at thermoneutral temperatures ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}G,H) whereas LDL and TAG levels are unaltered by the compound under both the conditions ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}I,J). Thus, thermoneutrality significantly impacts TNP mediated weight loss. Although TNP does not promote weight loss at thermoneutral conditions, it still protects DIO mice from further weight gain. Moreover, anti-diabetic actions of TNP are not dependent on environmental temperature.

3.7. TNP is an encouraging IP6K inhibitor compound, which requires further improvement {#sec3.7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we monitored effects of TNP treatment on other tissues and its drug metabolism and pharmacokinetic (DMPK) properties. Although a detailed analysis of every tissue is beyond the scope of the study, we monitored long-term (Rev-TNP) TNP\'s impacts on relevant peripheral tissues. Similar to short-term treatment ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G), long-term TNP-treated mice also display reductions in liver weight and fat accumulation ([Supplemental Figure 5](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}A and B). These mice exhibit normal heart and kidney phenotype and weight ([Supplemental Figure 5](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}C--E). Testis also appears normal ([Supplemental Figure 5](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}F). Male IP6K1-KOs are sterile and display abnormal testis morphology [@bib59]. Therefore, to determine whether long-term TNP affects fertility, we treated chow-fed male WT mice with TNP (10 mg/kg BW; daily) for 15-week. During this time period, TNP-treated males impregnate females (details in the methods section). Testes of these males look normal and healthy ([Supplemental Figure 5](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}G). Although TNP does not efficiently cross the BBB, we examined whether its long-term treatment causes neuronal loss in the brain. We focused on neurons in the hippocampal CA1 area, which are very sensitive to insults. Stereological analysis showed no significant difference in neuronal density in the CA1 between WT and IP6K1-KO mice (Supplemental Figure 5H). Furthermore, long-term TNP treatment did not significantly alter CA1 neuronal density in either genotype of mice ([Supplemental Figure 5](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}H). These results suggest that long-term TNP treatment does not lead to significant injury to the brain.

DMPK studies exhibit that TNP has a half-life (T~1/2~) of 32 min in the human hepatic microsomal stability assay, which suggests that the compound is not rapidly metabolized in the liver ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). TNP also has a decent plasma half-life (∼6 h; [Supplemental Figure 1R](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}) comparable to the biguanide anti-diabetic drug metformin. Thus, TNP is bioavailable, which is also evident from our various *in vivo* studies presented in the manuscript. Plasma protein binding (PPB) of TNP is 90--93% which is similar/better than a number of FDA approved drugs [@bib75] ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, TNP potently inhibits human cytochrome P450s ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and thus, has a probability of causing drug--drug interactions in patients. Thus, TNP is an encouraging lead compound although it needs further structural improvement before it advances to the next level.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In summary, our study establishes that pharmacologic inhibition of the inositol pyrophosphate pathway ameliorates obesity and insulin resistance in DIO mice. TNP fails to reduce weight gain in HFD-fed IP6K1-KO mice. This result strongly suggests that the compound reduces body weight specifically via IP6K1 inhibition. Moreover, even a single-dose of TNP enhances insulin sensitivity in DIO mice by increasing Akt activity in metabolic tissues. This is consistent with our previous finding that HFD-fed IP6K1-KO mice maintain insulin sensitivity due to increased Akt activity [@bib32]. In addition, the current study demonstrates that TNP reduces body weight, at least in part, by augmenting adipose tissue browning/thermogenesis mediated EE ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

A coordinated increase in insulin sensitivity and EE is the ideal approach to treat obesity and T2D. Enhanced BAT mass and/or browning of WAT increases EE, which ameliorates obesity and insulin resistance in rodents [@bib51], [@bib76], [@bib77]. Recent studies have demonstrated that humans also contain active BAT [@bib73]. Accordingly, targeting adipose tissue thermogenesis mediated EE is an attractive anti-obesity and anti-diabetic approach [@bib12], [@bib70], [@bib78], [@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81], [@bib82]. The mechanism by which IP6K1 regulates adipose tissue browning mediated EE is not clear, although several possibilities exist. IP6K/5-IP7 inhibits Akt and LKB1-AMPK pathways whereas it stimulates CK2 (casein kinase) [@bib34], [@bib56], [@bib83], [@bib84]. Akt and LKB1-AMPK enhance UCP1 mediated thermogenesis whereas CK2 inhibits the process [@bib40], [@bib85], [@bib86], [@bib87], [@bib88], [@bib89]. Thus, IP6K1 mediated regulation of one/more of these pathways may regulate adipose tissue EE. Moreover, TNP\'s effects are partly albeit not entirely abolished at thermoneutral temperature, which indicates involvement of thermogenesis independent EE. The AMPK-PGC1α pathway regulates both thermogenesis dependent and independent EE [@bib90]. TNP enhances AMPK-PGC1α signaling in cardiomyocytes [@bib56]. PGC1α expression is also upregulated in TNP-treated adipose tissue (current study). Thus, the AMPK-PGC1α pathway seems to be one of the potentially interesting IP6K/TNP targets in EE.

What could be potential side effects of IP6K1 inhibition in obesity/T2D? A primary concern is hypoinsulinemia as IP6K1/5-IP7 promotes insulin secretion [@bib33]. Accordingly, chow-fed IP6K1-KO mice display reduced serum insulin level [@bib59] and are protected against HFD-induced hyperinsulinemia [@bib32]. Moreover, TNP reduces insulin secretion from MIN6 cells [@bib54]. The current study demonstrates that both acute and chronic TNP treatment enhances insulin sensitivity and reduces serum insulin levels in DIO WT mice to a level, which is higher/similar, but not less than CD-WT insulin level ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}L). However, acute TNP does not alter serum insulin levels and its signaling in lean mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}L, [Supplemental Figure 3](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}A and B). Short-term TNP also does not exert any effect on serum insulin level, although it enhances insulin sensitivity ([Supplemental Figure 2](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}F). In contrast to acute and long-term studies, short-term vehicle-mice do not display a HFD-induced increase in serum insulin levels, which presumably is the reason for TNP\'s ineffectiveness under this condition. Nevertheless, these results suggest that TNP does not cause hypoinsulinemia, it reduces HFD-induced hyperinsulinemia. The other major concern is sterility as IP6K1-KO males are sterile [@bib59]. The current study indicates that TNP does not cause male sterility (results [3.7](#sec3.7){ref-type="sec"}). There are several potential reasons as to why pharmacology does not resemble genetic deletion; i) germ-line deletion of IP6K1 may developmentally affect testes, which is not the case with TNP; ii) similar to BBB, the blood-testes barrier (BTB) blocks entry of drugs in the apical compartment [@bib91] which presumably blocks TNP\'s entry. IP6K1-KO mice display social behavior deficit which could also be a potential concern in drug development [@bib30]. Encouragingly, TNP does not efficiently cross the BBB ([Supplemental Figure 1S](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}) and thus, even its long-term treatment does not significantly alter neuronal density in the CA1 hippocampal region ([Supplemental Figure 5](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}H). TNP inhibits other IP6K isoforms which display distinct cellular functions [@bib19], [@bib92]. TNP also exhibits certain off-target effects. For example, the compound inhibits human cytochrome P450s ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and thus, has a probability of causing drug--drug interactions in patients. Moreover, TNP slightly elevates Ca^2+^ levels in human promyelocytic leukemia (HL60) cells [@bib53] and cytosolic Zn^2+^ levels in cortical neurons [@bib93]. At higher concentrations (20--40 μM), TNP inhibits IP3-3K which enhances neurite outgrowth in PC12 cells [@bib94]. Interestingly, TNP enhances the stimulatory phosphorylation of the extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK) in PC12 cells [@bib94] whereas it inhibits the same in the endothelial cells [@bib95]. IP6K1 does not influence ERK signaling in MEF [@bib32]; thus, the paradoxical effects of TNP on ERK signaling seem to be IP3-3K dependent. Therefore, a potent and IP6K1 specific TNP-analog is ideal to treat metabolic diseases. Alternatively, novel IP6K1 inhibitors should be developed.

TNP\'s long-term effects on the DIO (60% Kcals from fat) model strongly suggest that the inositol pyrophosphate pathway can be targeted in relatively less extreme human obesity. Although, life style modification is the most essential part of weight management, their long-term effects are often disappointing [@bib3]. Therefore, a combination of drug and lifestyle intervention is ideal in these diseases [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]. In this regard, one of our studies indicates that mildly DIO (1-month HFD-fed) mice, when switched to chow-diet in presence of TNP, restore insulin sensitivity faster than corresponding vehicle-group (Chakraborty lab, unpublished observation). Altogether, we expect that our discovery has therapeutic relevance in obese/T2D human subjects. However, information regarding impacts of IP6K1/inositol pyrophosphates in human obesity and other related diseases is inadequate. Limited current approaches have been taken in this regard which seems to have provided promising clues [@bib37]. Conversely, disruption of IP6K1 gene at intron 1 is observed in a single Japanese family with T2D [@bib96]. However, the correlation does not stand with the 405 unrelated T2D patients, and thus i) is specific to the particular family or ii) is a chance association [@bib96]. Overall, this information is insufficient and warrants further studies in humans. In conclusion, the current study hopes to incite enthusiasm for exploring the possibility of pharmacologic inhibition of the inositol pyrophosphate pathway in human obesity, T2D, and other relevant diseases.
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The following is the supplementary data related to this article:

Supplemental Figure 1: Chemical synthesis and *in vivo* characterization of TNP. A--D. Analytical HPLC, LCMS, ^1^H and ^13^C NMR of 2-chloro-6-methoxy-9H-purine (compound 1). E-H. Analytical HPLC, LCMS, ^1^H and ^13^C NMR of 2-(3-(trifluoromethyl)benzyl)amino)-9H-purin-6-ol (compound 2). I-L. Analytical HPLC, LCMS, ^1^H and ^13^C NMR of N6-(4-nitrobenzyl)-N2-(3-(trifluoromethyl)benzyl)-9H-purine-2,6-diamine (TNP). M. Scheme of TNP synthesis. N. Purification of recombinant human IP6K1 from *E. coli*. O. Purified recombinant human IP6K1 (100 ng) converts ∼3 nmol of IP6 to 5-IP7 in 30 min in a SDS-PAGE assay. So, the specific activity is ∼1 μmol/mg/min. P. TNP \[1 μM\] inhibits IP6K1 activity in a SDS-PAGE assay. Q. TNP \[1 μM\] blocks IP6K1 activity in a radiochemical assay (triplicate experiment) *(t-test)*. R. TNP is present in the plasma at a concentration of ∼5--10 μM 1--6 h post-treatment. A single dose (20 mg/kg; i.p.) of TNP was treated in chow fed mice. S. Tissue analyses detect ∼10--25 μM TNP in the liver, white, and brown adipose tissues (WAT) and brown (BAT) whereas its concentration in the brain is less, 6 h post dose.

Supplemental Figure 2: Short-term IP6K inhibition restores insulin sensitivity and reduces fat accumulation in DIO mice. A. Body weight in mice before and after short-term (SREV) TNP treatment. After short-term treatment, TNP-mice display a slightly higher reduction in body weight *(t-test)*. Symbol sizes are reduced to show error bars. B. TNP does not alter serum glycerol levels *(t-test)*. C. TNP does not influence basal or isoproterenol induced lipolysis in 3T3L1 adipocytes *(t-test)*. D and E. Serum levels of total cholesterol and triglycerides (TAG) are unaltered following short-term TNP treatment (*t-test*). F. Serum insulin level is not significantly altered by short-term TNP treatment (*t-test*).

Supplemental Figure 3: IP6K inhibition enhances insulin sensitivity in DIO mice *via* Akt activation. A. A single-dose of TNP does not alter Akt phosphorylation at S473 in liver and EWAT in lean/CD-fed mice. B. A single-dose of TNP treatment does not influence glucose disposal in lean/CD-fed mice (*Two way Anova*).

Supplemental Figure 4: TNP treatment promotes weight loss by enhancing the energy expenditure pathways in the adipose tissue. A. Pro-TNP does not influence daily meal numbers *(t-test)*. B. Short-term (SREV-TNP) also does not influence daily energy intake *(t-test)*. C. UCP3, PPARα and COX2 levels are not changed in the muscle of SREV-TNP mice. PGC1α is increased, albeit marginally (*t-test*). D. Long-term TNP treatment (REV-TNP, described in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) enhances UCP1 expression in WT mice. Conversely, UCP1 expression in IP6K1-KO mice is higher under basal condition, which is not further enhanced by TNP treatment (*t-test*).

Supplemental Figure 5: Effects of long-term pharmacologic inhibition of IP6K on other tissues. A. Liver weight is substantially less in Rev-TNP treated WT mice *(t-test)*. B. Rev-TNP treatment ameliorates fatty liver in DIO mice. C-E. Histological morphology and weight of vehicle and Rev-TNP treated heart and kidneyof DIO mice are similar (*t-test*). F. Testis morphology in Rev-TNP treated DIO mice is unaltered. G. Chow-fed WT mice, when treated with TNP for 15 weeks, do not display sterility. Testes histology of these mice exhibit active spermatozoa. H. Stereological analysis showed that there is not a significant difference in neuronal density in the CA1 between WT and IP6K1-KO mice. Furthermore, long-term TNP treatment did not significantly alter CA1 neuronal density in either genotype of mice (*Two way Anova*).

We sincerely thank the Snyder lab for providing IP6K1-KO mice, \[3H\]IP6 and various other reagents; Ugander Gajjalaiahvari and Biki Bapi Kundu for their experimental assistance in IP6K1 activity assays; Roy Smith and Andras Kern for sharing QPCR probes and The TSRI M&A department for sharing instruments and reagents.

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molmet.2016.08.008](10.1016/j.molmet.2016.08.008){#intref0010}.

![**Short-term IP6K inhibition restores insulin sensitivity and reduces fat accumulation in DIO mice**. A. Study design: Short-term treatment of DIO mice with TNP to monitor reversal of obesity and insulin resistance (SREV-TNP; vehicle: n = 6; TNP: n = 8). B. TNP-mice display a substantial reduction in fat mass compared to vehicle-group (*t-test*). C. Treatment induced reduction in fat mass is higher in TNP-mice whereas lean mass is reduced to a similar extent in both vehicle- and TNP-mice (*t-test*). D. Weight of the EWAT depot of SREV-TNP mice is significantly less whereas IWAT and RWAT are marginally reduced (*t-test*). E. Adipocyte size is smaller in SREV-TNP EWAT and IWAT. SREV-TNP treated BAT accumulates less fat. F. Quantification of adipocyte size in vehicle and SREV-TNP EWAT and IWAT (*t-test*). G. SREV-TNP treatment ameliorates fatty liver in DIO mice. Numerous white vacuoles (which represent fat droplets) are visible in DIO vehicle treated mice whereas SREV-TNP mice display substantially less number of droplets. H. Serum levels of hepatotoxic enzymes aspartate transaminase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) are less in SREV-TNP mice (*t-test*). I. Efficient glucose disposal following glucose (GTT) injection in SREV-TNP-mice (*Two way Anova*). J. SREV-TNP mice also display enhanced glucose disposal following insulin injection (ITT) (*Two way Anova*). K. AUC values confirm improved glucose disposal in SREV-TNP mice in GTT and ITT tests (*t-test*).](gr1){#fig1}

![**IP6K, when inhibited at the onset of HFD feeding, protects mice from DIO and insulin resistance**. A. Study design: protection from DIO by long-term TNP treatment (Pro-TNP) (n = 6/group; total two groups). B. At the onset of the experiment, body weight of vehicle- and TNP-group was 23.3 g and 24.9 g, respectively. After 10-weeks of HFD, vehicle-group has an average body weight of 33.0 g whereas the TNP-group has an average body weight of 27.8 g. At this point, injection was stopped. Eight-weeks after withdrawal, body weight of vehicle-mice was 49.7 g compared to 44.3 g in TNP-mice (*Two way Anova*). C. Pro-TNP-mice gain body weight at a substantially lower rate during 10-weeks of injection period. After TNP is withdrawn, both vehicle and Pro-TNP group gained body weight at a similar rate (*Two way Anova*). D. Fat mass is less in Pro-TNP-mice after 4- and 10-week of treatment (*t-test*). E. Lean mass is unaltered in Pro-TNP mice (*t-test*). F and G. Pro-TNP-mice display efficient glucose disposals following glucose (GTT) and insulin injections (ITT) (*Two way Anova*). H. AUC analyses of [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F,G (*t-test*). I. TNP-withdrawn mice exhibit efficient glucose disposal following glucose injection (GTT), 2 weeks after withdrawal (TNP-2). Vehicle-withdrawn (vehicle-2) mice are glucose intolerant (*Two way Anova*). J. Four-weeks post-withdrawal, Pro-TNP group become glucose intolerant (TNP-4) similar to vehicle-mice (vehicle-4) (*Two way Anova*). K. Area under curve analyses for [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}H,I (*t-test*).](gr2){#fig2}

![**TNP promotes weight loss and restores metabolic homeostasis in DIO mice *via* specific inhibition of IP6K1**. A. Study design: reversal of DIO by long-term TNP in WT and IP6K1-KO mice (Rev-TNP; n = 4/group; total 4 groups). B. Rev-TNP promotes weight loss in DIO WT mice. After 10-weeks of injection, body weight is 46.5 g in vehicle mice whereas it is 36.9 g in Rev-TNP mice. The average body weight in both groups was ∼42.4 g when the injection was started (*Two way Anova*). C. IP6K1-KO mice are resistant to Rev-TNP mediated weight loss (*Two way Anova*). D. Rev-TNP treated WT mice appear smaller in size compared to vehicle-mice. In contrast, both vehicle and Rev-TNP treated IP6K1-KO mice appear similar in size. E. QNMR analyses reveal that total fat mass is significantly less in Rev-TNP WT mice whereas lean and fluid masses are marginally altered (*t-test*). F. Total fat, lean, and fluid masses are unaltered in IP6K1-KO mice following Rev-TNP treatment (*t-test*). G. Rev-TNP treated EWAT, IWAT, RWAT, and BAT exhibit reduced weight in WT mice (*t-test*). H. Rev-TNP does not alter weight of EWAT, IWAT, RWAT, and BAT in IP6K1-KO mice (*t-test*). I and J. TNP enhances glucose disposal in DIO WT mice (GTT) (*Two way Anova* and *t-test*). K and L. Glucose disposal in IP6K1-KO mice is not altered by Rev-TNP treatment (*Two way Anova and t-test*). M. Rev-TNP reduces fasting blood glucose of WT to the level similar to IP6K1-KO mice. IP6K1-KO mice are resistant to TNP induced reduction in blood glucose level (*Two way Anova*). N. Chronic TNP treatment reduces serum insulin level in HFD-fed WT to IP6K1-KO level. IP6K1-KO mice are protected against HFD-induced hyperinsulinemia. TNP does not further reduce serum insulin level in the knockouts (*t-test*). O. TNP reduces serum cholesterol level in WT mice. Although cholesterol levels in IP6K1-KO mice are less than WT, they are higher than the normal range (80--100 mg/dl). However, TNP does not reduce its level to normal in the knockouts (*t-test*).](gr3){#fig3}

![**IP6K inhibition enhances insulin sensitivity in DIO mice *via* Akt activation.** A. SREV-TNP enhances Akt stimulatory (S473) phosphorylation in the IWAT depot. B. Densitometry of [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A reveals that SREV-TNP treatment causes ∼4-fold enhancement in the S473 Akt phosphorylation level in the IWAT depot (*t-test*). C. A Single-dose of TNP enhances Akt stimulatory phosphorylation (both T308 and S473) in the IWAT. D and E. TNP enhances Akt phosphorylation (S473) in the soleus muscle and liver. F. ImageJ analyses of phospho S473/total Akt [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C--E reveal that TNP enhances 2--3 fold increase in Akt S473 phosphorylation in the metabolic tissues *(t-test)*. G. A single-dose of TNP also enhances Akt activity on its target GSK3α/β in the IWAT and soleus muscle. H. A single dose of TNP significantly reduces blood glucose level in DIO mice (*t-test*). I. A single dose of TNP significantly improves glucose tolerance in DIO mice (*Two way Anova*). J. AUC analysis of [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}I confirms that a single-dose of TNP improved GTT in DIO mice (*t-test*). K. A single dose of TNP slightly reduces serum cholesterol, HDL, and LDL levels whereas it does not influence TAG level (*t-test*). L. HFD enhances serum insulin level. A single dose of TNP slightly reduces HFD induced increase in serum insulin (*t-test*). M. TNP slightly reduces the average fold increase in HFD induced hyperinsulinemia.](gr4){#fig4}

![**TNP treatment promotes weight loss by enhancing the energy expenditure pathways in the adipose tissue.** A. Daily energy intake is similar in HFD-fed mice after vehicle or Pro-TNP treatment (*t-test*). B. Pro-TNP mice exhibit higher VO~2~ consumption. C. Pro-TNP treatment enhances average VO~2~ consumption especially at night (*t-test*). D. Pro-TNP-mice exhibit higher EE especially during nighttime (*t-test*). E. Average RER is unaltered in Pro-TNP treated mice (*t-test*). F. Average activity is unaltered in Pro-TNP treated mice (*t-test*). G. UCP1 mRNA expression is higher in the IWAT of SREV-TNP mice (*t-test*). H. Immunohistochemistry indicates that UCP1 protein level is higher in SREV-TNP treated IWAT. I. Thermogenic and mitochondrial activity markers such as Cidea, PPARα, PGC1α, PRDM16 and CPT1a are upregulated in SREV-TNP IWAT (*t-test*).](gr5){#fig5}

![**Thermoneutrality impacts TNP mediated weight loss without altering its anti-diabetic actions.** A. Study design: Effects of long-term TNP treatment on DIO at thermoneutral temperature (RevT-TNP; n = 6/group). B. After 8-weeks of injection, vehicle mice display an average increase of 3.55 g in body weight (44 g from 40.45 g) whereas RevT-TNP mice exhibit an average decrease of ∼0.7 g (39 g from 39.7 g) (*Two way Anova*). C. RevT-TNP treated EWAT, IWAT, RWAT, and BAT exhibit slightly reduced weight in DIO mice (*t-test*). D. TNP treatment, at thermoneutral temperature, causes a significant decrease in liver weight. Other organs are not altered (*t-test*). E and F. Thermoneutral-TNP significantly enhances glucose disposal following exogenous insulin treatment (GTT) (*Two way Anova and t-test*). G and H. Serum levels of total cholesterol and HDL are less in TNP-treated mice at ambient temperature whereas they are unaltered at thermoneutral temperature (*t-test*). I and J. Serum levels of LDL and triglycerides are unaltered in TNP-treated mice at both ambient and thermoneutral temperatures (*t-test*).](gr6){#fig6}

![**Model** -- IP6K1 generated 5-IP7 promotes insulin resistance in DIO mice by inhibiting the insulin sensitizing protein kinase Akt. Moreover, IP6K1 inhibits energy expenditure, in part, by modulating adipose tissue browning and thermogenesis. Accordingly, the pan IP6K inhibitor TNP ameliorates obesity and insulin resistance in DIO mice.](gr7){#fig7}

###### 

TNP\'s stability (t~1/2~) is higher in human microsomes compared to rodents. Plasma protein binding (PPB), PPB is in an acceptable range indicating sufficient free drug fraction for enzyme interaction *in vivo*. Potent human CYP450 inhibition is observed for TNP.

Table 1

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  cm~p~d   Microsome stability (t~1/2~ min)   \% Plasma protein binding   CYP450%\                                                  
                                                                          Inhibition at 10 μM                                       
  -------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------- ------ ------ ------ ---- ---- ---- ----
  TNP      32                                 9                           17                    91.7   90.0   93.0   86   92   76   98

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[^1]: Current address: Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, UK.
